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Abstract 
This paper investigates inflection and inflectional features in the category of preposition in Italian and how Iranian language 
learners, learning Italian as a foreign language, deal with it. The analysis of different forms of inflected prepositions, the types of 
errors and their classification leads to the findings that: the prepositions in Italian language agree with their noun complement in 
number, person and gender, a feature not available in  Persian, which causes some difficulties for Iranian language learners.  The 
analysis of students’ errors indicates two types of errors occurred mostly: addition and deletion. The research emphasizes the 
pedagogical implications for teaching prepositions in Italian language to help teachers and motivate them to take into 
consideration this typological difference between Persian and Italian in the use of prepositions. 
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1.Contrastive analysis and error analysis literature 
 
In 1960s when structural linguistics and behavioral psychology were dominant, contrastive analysis hypothesis 
(CAH) model was developed. Keshavarz (2011:5) defined contrastive analysis (CA) as "the systematic study of a 
pair of languages in order to identify their structural differences and similarities, usually for translation and teaching 
purposes". 
Brown (2000) states "CAH claimed that the principal barrier to second language acquisition is the interference of 
first language system with the second language system, that a scientific, structural analysis of the two languages in 
question would yield a taxonomy of linguistic contrasts between them, which in turn would enable the linguist to 
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predict the difficulties a learner would encounter" (as cited in Bilal et al., 2013, P.208). According to this 
hypothesis, the interference of first language with the second language takes place especially in the use of 
prepositions. 
Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis have been commonly recognized as branches of Applied Linguistics 
Science. “Applied Linguistics is using what we know about (a) language, (b) how it is learned, and (c) how it is 
used, in order to achieve some purpose or solve some problems in the real world” (Schmitt and Celce-Murcia 2002, 
p.l). 
Lado (1957) claimed that for the students whose target language is second or foreign language, those elements of 
the target language that are similar to his/her native language will be simple for him/her and those elements that are 
different will be difficult. Bose (2005) mentioned that one of the reasons for learner errors is the interference of his 
mother tongue, which is described as the negative and positive transfer between the mother tongue and the target 
language. The negative transfer happens when the forms of the target language and those of the learner's mother 
tongue are different from each other. As Erdogan (2005: 263) discusses, “error analysis deals with the learners’ 
performance in terms of the cognitive processes they make use of in recognizing or coding the input they receive 
from the target language. Therefore, a primary focus of error analysis is on the evidence that learners’ errors provide 
an understanding of the underlying process of second language acquisition”. 
Moreover, contrastive linguistics plays an important role in the creation of language awareness (cf. Kortmann 
1996, James 2005, Mair 2005). In particular, advanced learners can profit from a direct comparison of their native 
language with the language to be learned, thus making their implicit knowledge of the differences explicit. 
Contrastive linguistics has therefore been integrated into teacher training programmes at many universities, and 
course materials have been designed specifically for university level teaching (cf. Konig & Gast 2009). 
Thus this investigation is expected to bring deeper understanding of the “learning burden” (Larsen-Freeman, 
2003: 8) related to the language elements mentioned above, in order to contribute findings to “linguistic theory” 
(Kallkvist & Petersson, 2005: 113), but also to provide valuable knowledge about the acquisition process of adult 
Iranian who learn Italian as a foreign language. 
 
2.Error made in the field of Prepositions 
 
Wren and Martin (2006:106) defined preposition as "A word placed before a noun or a pronoun to show in what 
relation the thing denoted by it stands in regard to something else". Some grammarians provide a list of properties 
by which they distinguish the class of prepositions from other word classes, here we just mention a few related ones 
according to Huddleston (1988), (as cited in Mackova, 2012): 
x Inflection: they do not enter into inflectional contrasts 
x Complementation: they can take as complement an NP or a tensed declarative clause (however, other kinds of 
complements are allowed as well, e.g. an interrogative clause) 
x Modification: they allow only a modest amount of modification 
x Function: they function as head in PP2 structure 
Although the structures and functions of prepositions  are not the same in different languages, some reports of the 
errors made by different language learners illustrates that the field is not easy to master. Prepositions constitute 14% 
of all tokens produced in most languages (Fort & Guillaume 2007). They are reported as yielding among the highest 
error class rates across various languages (Izumi, 2004, for Japanese, Granger et al., 2001, for French). In their 
analysis of a small corpus of advanced-intermediate French as a Second Language (FSL) learners, Hermet et al. 
(2008) found that preposition choice accounted for 17.2 % of all errors.   
Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1999:401) contend that prepositions are generally difficult for language 
learners who learn English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL). Likewise, Boers and Demecheleer 
(1998:197) argue that prepositions are difficult to master for ESL/EFL learners because they have literal as well as 
figurative meanings. Catalan (1996:174) claims that Spanish students have difficulty with mastering English 
prepositions. Habash (1982) discovered that common errors in the use of English prepositions in the written work 
were attributed to the interference of Arabic than to other learning problems. 
A great many errors involve the inappropriate use of prepositions. This is hardly surprising, because prepositions 
are common and have many uses. Mahmoodzadeh (2012), too, has conducted a research to investigate the errors 
made by Iranian EFL learners due to the cross-linguistic influence between their L1/SL and L2/TL language (i.e. 
Persian & English respectively) to find the areas of difficulties concerning the acquisition of second language 
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prepositions. 
All the findings of related areas of research show that an error is a noticeable deviation, reflecting the competence 
of the learner. It is a systematic deviation made by the learner who has not yet mastered the rules of the target 
language. As Larsen (1992: 59) states the learner cannot self correct an error because it is a product reflective of his 
or her current stage of L2 development, or underlying competence.  
 
3.Inflection of Italian Prepositions 
3.1An argumention  
Italian linguists like Luca Serianni and Alberto Castevecchi (2000), Luigi Rizzi (1988) and Raffaello franciari 
(2005) agree that the prepositions, in few cases, that have single syllable and directly represent the relationships 
between components in a sentence, are called solid or special and in the pronunciation, they become one unit. These 
prepositions are: a di, da, in, con, per. There is another group of prepositions called secondary or common 
(nonspecific) such as: eccetto, fuorche, durante, tranne, secondo, lungo, mediante, salvo ... 
Some Italian simple prepositions, namely a (at/to), di (of), da (from/by), in (in) and su (on), are obligatorily 
involved in a contraction process when their NP complement is introduced by a definite article. Also con (with) 
allows this phenomenon, but the contraction is optional. Contraction is impossible, instead, with prepositions per 
(for) and tra/fra (between). Italian speakers and all traditional grammars call contracted forms preposizioni 
articolate, (articulated prepositions), showing that these elements are commonly perceived as single items containing 
both a preposition and an article. This name also suggests that we are dealing with a preposition receiving an article, 
so that the resulting element, should be considered as forming part of the grammatical category of prepositions 
(Zampieri, 2012). Rizzi (2001) describes them as synthetic forms, which are used when the simple preposition is 
contiguous to the definite article. For Rizzi, therefore, the fact that contracted forms really include a preposition and 
an article of the following NP is not under discussion. However, he doesn’t explain through which mechanism the 
two elements are merged together.  
The formation of Italian contracted prepositions have been less investigated with respect to other phenomena 
related to prepositional phrases. The unique detailed work dealing with the morphology of Italian contracted 
prepositions is the one performed by Napoli and Nevis  (1987), in which the authors try to demonstrate the 
inflectional nature of these elements (Zampieri,2012).  
First of all, Napoli and Nevis (1987) observe that inflected prepositions (as they called them), are in 
complementary distribution with their non inflected form, as exemplified in (1). 
(1) a. La borsa della mamma 
 The bag of-theSingFem mum. 
b. *La borsa di la mamma 
 the bag of theSingFem mum. 
 Mum’s bag. 
The only exception is represented by the preposition con (with), for which inflection is optional. 
(2) a. Parlo col papà 
 pro talk1stsSing with-theSingMasc dad. 
b. Parlo con il papà 
  pro talk1stSing with theSingMasc dad 
 I talk to dad. 
Once they have excluded all the possibilities we have just mentioned, Napoli & Nevis (1987) conclude that 
contracted forms involving prepositions and articles, are, actually, simple prepositions with an inflectional 
morpheme. Such a theory, enable us to avoid the postulation of either phonological or morpho-syntactic processes, 
to explain how the article moves to the preposition and forms a single complex word. (Zampieri,2012) 
Although the Persian language, as an Indo-Iranian language has been an inflectional language, it gradually lost its 
inflectional modes for some categories specially on nouns. Here, raises the matter of a very important difference 
between Italian prepositions and Persian ones which may lead to some errors in the production of Italian as a foreign 
language.  
 
3.2.Kinds and divisions 
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Regarding above argumentations we divide Italian prepositions two main groups: 
1. specific preposition 
2. common preposition 
Specific prepositions are divided into two categories: simple prepositions and compound prepositions. Simple 
prepositions in Italian are equivalent to Persian simple prepositions, e.g. the following:  
 
Table1 simple prepositions and compound prepositions 
 
Compound prepositions, which are the focus of this study, are derived from the inflection of simple (basic) 
prepositions by means of articles. To clarify the issue we first refer to Italian articles, then in a separate table we 
illustrate the inflected prepositions. 
 
Table 2 (Italian defining articles) 
Articoli Determinativi= Defining Articles 
Feminine Femminile= Maschile=  Masculine 
Singular Plural Singular Plural 
la le il , lo I, gli 
 
Table 3 (Italian compound prepositions) 
Compound preposition 
preposizione articolata = 
article 
articolo + preposition 
del,della,dello,dei,delle,degli = il,la,lo,i,le,gli + 
di 
'of', 'belonging to'; 
used in place of the 
English genitive 
English 
/az/,/e/(genitive) Persian 
al,alla,allo,ai,alle,agli = il,la,lo,i,le,gli + 
a 
'to' English 
/be/,/dar/ Persian 
dal,dalla,dallo,da,dale,degli = il,la,lo,i,le,gli + 
da 
'from', 'by' English 
/az/,/nazd/ Persian 
nel,nella,nello,nei,nelle,negli = il,la,lo,i,le,gli + 
in 
'in', 'on' with 
abstract nouns English 
/ruye/,/bar/, 
/hudude/,/dar/,/tu/ Persian 
sul,sulla,sullo,sui,sulle,sugli = il,la,lo,i,le,gli + su 
English Meaning Persian Meaning 
Italian
prepos
itions 
'among', 'between' /beyn/,/tɅ/ tra fra 
'in', 'on' with abstract nouns /ruye/,/bar/,/hudude/,/dar/,/tu/ 
in 
'from', 'by' /az/,/nazd/ da 
of', 'belonging to'; used in place of the English genitive /az/,/e/(genitive) di 
'with' /bɅ/ con 
'on' /ruye/,/bar/, /hudude/ su 
'for', 'in order to' /baraye/ per 
'to' /be/,/dar/ a 
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'on' English 
/ruye/,/bar/, 
/hudude/ Persian 
 
Compound prepositions in terms of number and gender are in agreement with the noun complements. Compound 
prepositions in Italian do not have any parallel structure in Persian as Persian is not an inflectional language. 
 
4.Research Method 
 
Data collection was done through different materials such as note taking, internet search, and "self-implemented" 
questionnaire. As the first step, 40 Italian language learners, Iranian students of Islamic Azad University, North 
Tehran Branch, aged between18 and 30 were asked to write compositions about different topics. Then the 
compound prepositions used by the students, were studied to identify the number and frequency of occurrence of 
each. Then, all sorts of prepositions were extracted and determined. In the fourth step the errors in the usage of 
prepositions were classified as the main part of the study along with the errors made on the part of inflection.   
 
5.Data collection and Data Analysis 
 
5.1.Frequency of occurrence 
 
The frequency of occurrence of each of the compound preposition in Italian available in Italian language 
learners’ compositions, both right and wrong, and the percentage is presented in Table 3. Simple prepositions in 
Italian are equivalent to those of Persian such as: "dar" "ba" "az"( that means in english "in", "with", "from") but 
compound prepositions of Italian do not have one to one equivalent to those of Persian. However, they are 
semantically translated to Persian simple prepositions. Table 4 displays the classification of Italian compound 
prepositions, the frequency of occurrence and the usage percentage of each. 
 
Table 4 (frequency of occurrence of Italian Specific prepositions in total available prepositions) 
Applied prepositions Frequency Percentage 
di+ 
Il del 5 1% 
La della 10 2% 
Lo dello 2 0% 
I dei 7 1% 
Le delle 8 2% 
Gli 
Il 
degli 
dal 
1 0% 
da+ 
2 0% 
La dalla 3 1% 
Lo dallo 0 0% 
I dai 1 0% 
Le dalle 1 0% 
Gli 
Il 
dagli 
al 
0 0% 
a+ 
13 3% 
La alla 12 2% 
Lo allo 0 0% 
I ai 0 0% 
Le alle 4 1% 
Gli 
Il 
agli 
sul 
3 1% 
su+ 
0 0% 
La sulla 2 0% 
Lo sullo 0 0% 
I sui 0 0% 
Le 
Gli 
sulle 
sugli 
0 0% 
0 0% 
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in+ 
Il nel 16 3% 
La nella 13 3% 
Lo nello 2 0% 
I nei 1 0% 
Le nelle 0 0% 
Gli negli 0 0% 
Total compound prepositions 106 21% 
Sum total 514 100% 
 
As it is observed the prepositions-including the incorrect and correct-used by students have been 514 cases. 246 
prepositions are related to Italian prepositions of place and time, and the remaining 268 case are related to the other 
prepositions of purpose, the ownership, origin, quality, gender, age, theme, mood, etc. As it is observed, in this 
sampling the frequency of usage of certain Italian prepositions of place and time is higher. Table 3 represents this 
clearly. 
  
5.2.Data analysis 
 
Examining different kinds of errors made by subjects, we come up with each two types of errors: 1) deletion / 
omission, 2) addition/ increase of prepositions. We maintain that the errors are made due to the difficulty in learning 
the inflection of the prepositions in Italian language, a feature not available in Persian. Table 4 shows the percentage 
of kind of errors made on the structure of Inflected prepositions.  
Example of errors: 
*vado a scuola 
l’italiano  
vado  
all
a scuola italiana 
I'm 
going to 
italian school 
I'm going to italian school 
* una grande 
varietà della 
gente e le 
religioni 
una grande 
varietà di 
gen
te e 
d
i 
religi
oni  
An extensive 
range 
of peo
ple 
and (
of) 
religi
ons 
 
An extensive range of peoples and religions.  
 
Table 5. The percentage of kind of errors made on the structure of Inflected 
The percentage of error due to difficulty in learning Error type Preposition types 
60% deletion  /omission 
Time 
40% addition /increase 
89% deletion  /omission 
Place 
11% addition /increase 
81% deletion  /omission 
Other types 
19% addition /increase 
 
The above table has three vertical columns, the first column on the right, is related to the type of prepositions 
such as 1) prepositions used for time or time prepositions 2) Prepositions used for place or place preposition 3) the 
other types of prepositions used in Italian are, age, quality, quantity, measurement, reason, purpose, origin, etc.  
 
The second column shows the errors made by language learners. These errors are consists of  deletion or 
omission of prepositions, it means not using prepositions where they should be used, and addition, it means using 
prepositions where they must not. 
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The third column expresses the percentage of errors in using the compound prepositions. Italian language is an 
inflectional language and in specific prepositions, compound prepositions are made of combination of the articles 
with prepositions compared to Persian, makes it difficult to learn.  
 
Grap1. Error percentage due to difficulty in learning 
 
 
6.Discussion and concluding remarks 
 
This study was an attempt, at a comparative approach, to focus on Italian compound prepositions and their 
inflection and an attempt, at more pedagogical approach, to focus on the areas of difficulty in this category, for 
Iranian adults learning Italian as a foreign language. The results of this study show that Italian compound 
prepositions- which are made of the combination of an article with a simple prepositions, are very difficult for 
Iranian learners to master. It seems that at least partially, the reason can be related to the fact that the category of 
inflection for prepositions, is an odd linguistic phenomenon for Persian speakers. Recognizing the linguistic 
differences and similarities between Persian and Italian languages, as well as emphasizing on those areas not so 
accessible in the Persian language, by devoting more time on different practices and familiarizing the various 
situations of production, the instructors can pave the way for better mastering of the category by language learners. 
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